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Appendix A.

The

Crisis

over BANDERA.

1.
The split in the ZWOUN and conflict between the
two factions has provoked a violent press campaign which
is being conducted in their respective journals.
2. After losing control of the "Ukrainskij Samostijnik",
BANDERA started a new weekly journal in'MUNICH under the
title of "Sliakh Peremogi" (The Way to Victory), three numbers
of which have so far appeared, each of them containing violent
attacks on the Committee of Three (now actually the Committee
of Two - REBET and MATLA) and the new leadership of the
ZWOUN. Prominence has been given to the declaration of the
Council of the OM in the United Kingdom and Germany, both of
which are alleged to have pledged their, loyalty to BANDERA.
Publicity has also been made for a super manifestation of the
ABN (Anti-Bolshevik Bloc of Nations) on the occasion of its
10th Anniversary to be held in MUNICH on 27th March. ABN
being a creation of STECKO, it is almost sure to come out
strongly in support of BANDERA.
3.
But the main attack was launched obliquely through
a pro-BANDERA journal published in PARIS, the "Ukrainets"
(L'Ukrainien) dated 14th March, on the front page of which
was reproduced a document said to have been contained in the
mail from the homeland brought out by a recent exfiltree.
This document purports to outline the political standpoint of
the US Government in the question of Ukrainian independence.
The article alleges that the document was in fact smuggled
into the Ukraine some time ago by the ZP/UHVR in an effort to
convince the Ukrainian homeland that the ZP/UHVR'possessed the
support of American official circles. The article bluntly
accuses the ZP/UHVR of being in the pay of American special
services.
The "Ukrainskij Samostijnik" in its issues of 7th
4.
and 14th March replies to BANDERA's attacks'by..publishing
the text of the messages received from the homeland in July/
August of 1953 through ZP/UHVR channels of communication.
As will be recalled, these messages appointed LEBED as
representative abroad of the Ukrainian Nationalists, instructed
him to set up a Committee of Three to re-organise and. control
the affairs of the DOWOUN and accused BANDERA . of promoting
strife in the homeland. The editor comments that the
publication of these messages was decided'upon . only after much
anxious thought but was imposed on the journal . by,the inaccurate
and libellous statements made about the re-organised OUITby
BANDERA and his faction.

5.
The "Ukrainskij Samostijnik" of 14th March publishes
C)
-- the decision of the Committee of Three to re-organise the

-- leadership of the ZWOUN and gives the following composition

--CDf the new Political Council (POlitichna Rada) of the ZCh/OUN:

CC 0 CO

Chairman: Dr; Bohdan KORDIUK
Members : Co1. Ivall—SIJTKOVSKIJ
he Rev. Dr.gvalVERYNIOCH
--RomanitLVITSKIJ
Anator,KAMINSKIJ
Irin‘ISPZAK

a..

ZenonlZARTZIUX

Eng. BohdaeloIDHAJNYJ

•a.00 - 7 -

DarielEBET

Modest:RIPECKW

Volodimir-daTAKHIV

co
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Appendix R.

The Political Standpoint of the US
Government.

t. The Government of the US stands for the principle
of self-determination and the free expression of the will of
the majority of the Ukrainian nation.

The Government of the US regards all fighters for
liberation from Bolshevism . as'its allies.
In principle the USA is against all forms' Of Imperialism,
though at the present moment it is ready to support all
peoples whose :weakness would lead to their subjugation by
Bolshevism.
2. The Government of the US warmly endorses, among
others, the following ideological •principles of the Ukrainian
Liberation Revolutionary Movement:
a its democratic basis;
.
b its progressive social programme;
c its noble admission of the rights of all nations
living either alongside or within the "Ukraine;
(d) its attitude towards : the Red (Soviet?) Army;
(e) its attention to the question of unity in the emigration.
3.
The Government of the US has complete Confidence
in the foreign representation of the Ukrainian , Supreme
Liberation Council, both as regards the political . aspect and
that of the, delicate problem Of maintaining reliable and
secure communications with the Fatherland.
4.
The efforts of the ZP/UHVR, the merits of your heroic
units, and the collaboration between our peoples bas enabled
the Government of the US to make valuable' progress in
understanding the problems of Eastern Europe. •
Urgent steps are being taken to improve the .broadcast
transmissions of the Voice of America and' bring them into
line with present-day reality'in the Ukraine.
5.
The Government of the US notes 'with sorrow the
present policy of the 50h/OUN and its leader, S. BANDERA.
This leadership has antagonised many of the positive elements
in the emigratton. The Western democracies tannot. Possibly
approve such a policy.
The USA is convinced that the present leadership
6.
of the Z0b/OUN has made no serious sincere 'attempt to realise
the proposals made in 1950 by the leadership of the OUN in
the homeland..
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Our Relations with the Ukrainian Nationalists
and the Crisis over BANDERA.
4.1

1.
The organisation of the Ukrainian Nationalists derives
from the Ug0 ( Uk r ainiali\ Milig &41.0n ), f9 iinded.in the
1920s and led ba-sderralth'04115. 401'.:
who
— like':
411aAtT.A0NOW4On'
_
hie predecessor, Simove<DETLIURA, 1ms later assasinated by the
Bolsheviks.

$

2.
As their name implies: the Ukrainian nationalists
sup)ort the idea of an independent Ukraine and are strongly antiRussian. Since pre-war days they have had contact with partisan
groups in the Ukraine and dan thus legitimately claim a long.
continuity in anti-Soviet activity.
3.
1 7:c in touch • ith follo;:en:: of PIMLIU1A-.4:1--44 1:01TOVLLETZ
in Roumania in the late 192Us and in Czechoslovakia from 1933
to 1939 and was quite well im p ressed with their:possibilities.
It was not however until after the end of World War II
. 4.
that it was decided to use themoperationally. In . 1948 contact
was made in Germany with the Per0.154 Representation of the
v, Ukrainian NationaliC h/OUN) through Major_BOh_da.T.P.H;OINTX
.,chief of their operational section,.' and later ,with,Pefessor
JaroslaVilCTECKO, a political leadepfthe 'Zah/OUN.../A that
time ZCh/OUN was the st ro n g e st.0 Z:Pq70.ra l Ukrainian Nationalist .
gr
oups in: the emig* tlon. - 4,q8 ;aVeaat4+itated:!..±:theid. stemmed
.
from the UWO and had. boonat first largely pf.Galieian
Ukrainians and had had its HeadeUarterbTin -LVOrfc're the war
it had operated as'much against.thePoles as agaInetthe Soviets.
Its Methods were ruthless and resulted in the
mpribonment in.
poland of a number of its members . ' on icharges Of 'murder and other
2!
e r'irne is of violence. l'inionp; those apprehended was StS.V.21111,1110.1141,0
't hairman of the LVOV Executive Committee of the OUN and 'already
an
then a leading member of the movement which was later to bear
his name. The invasion of Poland in -1939 set: tANDER;.-free and he
7
established himself in the LVOV area from where he directed the
co
t*
Li
cm activities of the UPA (Ukrainian Inaurgent .f rary) . whic: h operated
i..
/..4
,...,
in Western Ukraine against both the Germans.and'the.RuaSians.
zit cc In 1941 the Germans decided to recognise an. independent'Ukraine
c
. and set up a Ukrainian Gowernment, but soon had second thoughts
C
cibout the political expednc y ' of this move: They thereupon
DZ ° declared this Government illegal and imprisened Its members,
P ° CI v,(hich included STWKO and B4 'OE who spent most of the war
E E: 0 yoars in various concentrationcamps. In January. 1945A3ANDERA
),--.3 ce osea p ed,to VIENNA end from . then on ,until-.the . present time has lived
emi-incognitO, first in Austria.andlater in, 'the JS Zone of
n E-,...rmany. In January 1946 a Congress of the OUN held in 'Soviet
ccupied Ukraine elected him to thel5ROVID-(Council) of the
14irainiori . Nationalisterganisation,':theether members .9..ftthe--- .
-ROVID being . ProfeasorSTECICO andGeharaWPRINKthen comman0
rii0I
JEO- bkraine.: The .,
-'ng the UP (Ukrainian ,Insurgent Ar
legality of F3ANDEWS election was latencontested by other
Ukrainian nationalist groups and led to a*.split' in .his own
organisation whiohresulted tp the vithdrawal,of_CoIona 1ELNIK
botw n
niZCWOUNand
and his followers. It also increased the
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-2P/UHVR (2er,ign rc .prnt.tion of the UkrLAnisn Supreme Council of
Liberation) both of which claimed contact with the leadership of
the UPA (Ukrainian Insurgent Lrmy) in the Ukraine... This Z0h/OU1TZP/UHVR ouarrel has constantly bedevilled oUr relationshio with
131,IDER.ii and became particularly adute. after CIA had commenced
the operational exploitation of ZP/UHVR soon after we had started
our own collaboration with the BANDERA group.
5.
Meanwhile the operational aspect of this collaboration
was developing satisfactorily. Suitable recruits were forthcoming and were . being handled in a competent and loyal manner
by PIDHAJNYJ. Initial land frontier crossings were .followed by
more ambitious infiltration operations and in spite . of losses and
set-backs resulted in the establishment of several parties in
the Ukraine with W/T and other communication facilities.
Gradually a more complete control was obtained Over these operations
and although the. intelligence dividend was low it wasHconsidered
worth while to persevere with them. Some regard' however had to
be paid to the politics Inseparable from them and it was here
that the real difficulties occurred.
6.
By 1950 the 7arrols in the Ukrainian emigration were
beginning to have repercussions on the homeland where the leadership had become awar of the fact that the' British and Americans
were backing rival groups of the Ukrainian nationalists and
supplying them with technical means for maintaining communications
with the Ukraine. Couriers arriving overland from the Ukraine
that year carried mail addressed both to the ZCh/OUN:and the
ZP/UHVR which contained an eloouent and statesmanlike appeal from
POLTAVA - one of the political leaders of the Ukrainian underground, later killed by the Bolsheviks - to the Ukrainian emigration
to make up its quarrels. The receipt of this appeal was deemed
a good moment by ourselves and CIA to send . a joint message to
the Headouarters of the UP A (UkrrAnien Insurgent Army) by hand
of the sfq/cii, .agents being infiltrated into the' Ukraine in the
summer of 1951. The message read as follows:
"To the Fighters in the Ukraine from your friends:
Greetings.
The representatives reaching you from abroad bring you
the following identical message.
We are united in our endeavours te assist you in maintaining communication links between the . homeland and abroad
and are providing the technical help necessary tO assure these
commnications.
The maintenance of communications end the flow, of accurate,
reliable and 1.).o-to-date information on the ' military and
political situation are imoortant . and invaluable factors in
the fight for freedom.
We reuest your opinion, at the earliest opportunity,
on the method by which co-ordination of communications abroad
can boat be assured in order to guarantee the Continuation
of the contact End cafeguard its soeutity. We fear that
those communications will be hampered by . a.continuation of
the Dresent disagreements 'Jhich we deplore and eptnestly hope
may be resolved.
Glory to the Ukraine".
/7.

This message was
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This message was designed both to 'encourage • the
7.
Ukrainian homeland and to emphasise Anglo-American solidarity
at a time when certain American circles (not connected with CIA)
were making unfounded suggestions to the effect that the British
were backing the Ukrainian separatists p olitically to the detriment of the unity of a future non-Bolshevik Russia, whereas in
fact CIA was operationally as much involved with the Ukrainian
nationalists as we were.
8.
The message was received by . the homeland in due course
and appears to have had some slight influence on future developments. Indeed it probably brought about the despatch by the UPA
leadership of further instructions to the Ukrainian emigration to which reference will be made later - suggesting ways in which
the conflict between them could be resolved.
Until this time, i.e. mid-1951,.•our operational and
9.
political contact with the Wh/OUN had been maintained mainly in
Germany and restricted to Major PIDHAJNYJ, the operational
chief, and Professor J. STMKO . , the political leader. Then, in
the summer of 1951, Stefan BANDEMA, the real •leader of the movement, emerged from his clandestine concealment to. have his firot
meeting with me in LONDON The following is an account of my
impressions then of BANDELA, - impressions which in the 'main
are still valid today:
"Allowing for the fact that he was out to show himself
in the best light, much of what he said sounded both convincing
and sincere. We have to accept him for What he is; a
professional underground worker with a terrorist background
and ruthless notions about the rules of the creme, acquired
by hard experience, along with a thorough knowledge. of the
Ukrainian people which I would Judge to be , more instinctive
than deeply psychological. A bandit type. if you like, with
a burning patriotism which provides an ethical background
and a justification for his banditry. No better and . no worse
than others of his kind I have had dealings with in the past.
He appears to be genuinely grateful for the help given to
him, but at the same time is certainly trying to get all he
can out of it".
Since that first meeting I have had occasion to see
10.
BANDER repeatedly. The contacts he and hiS people were to
develop with us did have some effect on his character and outlook
making him slightly less ruthless and Uncompromising than he had
been at first. But he neverthelesSremains essentially the
dictatorial type and as such a difficult customer both to his wellwishers and particularly to his political opponents.
Soon after the despatch of the 318/CIA appeal it became
11.
evident that 3;0Q -3:RA's inflexible insistence on his Political
prerotives and right to leadership were having further
reperc-assinns in the homeland. His own suppprters there '(among
them 1=7, leader o2 a group infiltrated with our help in 1951)
were theeby encouraged to assume an attitude of enual independence
triia intolerance towards the leadership of the UHVR.(Ukrainian
Sup y, me Council of Liberatjon) end the Command'of•the . UPA. At
this time the situation in the •homeland was me-do, • even worse by
the receipt there of mail taken ia by the overland pLrtY despatched

/in June 1 951'. This
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in Juno 1951. This mail - addreatjed to MIRON'with instructions

for it to be forwarded to the leadership - bitterlY.attacked the
ZP/UHVR for failing to react to POLT,V I S appeal for emigre
unity and for disregarding a proposal of B,ZDER.ils . for an
amalgamation of the Z3h/OUN and ZP/UHVR o p ..a basis of political
parity. It was the first time that the homeland•hed'received
detailed news about the serious rift in the Ukrainian'Nationalist
calp in emigration. It reacted by a short wireless Message
which was emphatio and crisp; a reminder to the Ukrainian
emigration that it had no right to go on quarrelling while
members of the UP:, were being persecu + ed and 'killed . in the
Ukraine.
12.
We had not ceased to preach he same thing and now
insisted on B.L:NDER.:, and Co. sitting down to :talks with the
ZP/UHVR. This suggestion had the full Support of.CI4 and the
two sides met in Germany in Jaauary 1952. The real attitude
of the ZOn/OUN towards cooperation with ZP/UHVR'is Clearly
shown in the following extracts from - a record of tnc :proceedings
of the Plenum Meeting of the nuropean-members of,the•ZCh/OUN
held in LONDON .in March 1952:
Decisions taken:

"A4121.9ct
...(b) Negotiations with_VME:
Professor STECK° informed the
meeting in some detail of the
inauguration in January last of
negotiations with representatives
of the ZP/UHVR in Germany, namely
Dr.77t-T,RYNIOCH and Captain 'H:wIT
7A;LOP::T lfiTS.Y.-YJ,for the removal of
difficulties and misunderstandings
botwecn ZP/UHVR and ZCh/OUH.
He explained that whilst roceptite
to the offer out forward bL,
Z0h/0UN, the T'Opposition' had
argued that it would be premature
to raise the question of OUN
political representation in the
f.JHVR. This wee rt contention which
the ZCh/OUN delegates were not .
propa-2od to accept and as a result
the talks had been suspended,

The meeting_welcomed the
inauguration- of discussions
with ZP/UHVR.and expressed
the hope: that they would
• p each a satisfactory con. clusion'in the near future..
The mooting also unanimously
approved the suggested
encounter between STECK°
•and L:nED.and empowered
.STECK0 to act. , as .spokesman
and 'plenipotentiary for
ZCh/OUN. itt .the same timo
.the meetinrecoraed its
.desire . that ZC. h/OUN should
maintain its political
viewpoint'and,dhould not
forfeit' dts.rIght to be
represented in the UHITI1
shoUld:aAoint irepresentation
. of the Ukrainian 1Tational
emigration be reached".

The 2Ch/OUN ZP/UHVR negotiationss 'thus broke down
13.
mainly because ZCh/OUN demanded parity representation as a
political basis end a monopoly of coMmunications with.the
homeland as a technical condition for reconciliation.. Both
conditions wore unacceptable to •P/UHVR, the . socond being
incompatible with its obligations tewards
./ 1 4 .
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The situation

SECH
The situation continued to remain strained . and uneasy
14.
until Lugust 1952 when Stefan 13;dia3R.ii suddenly resigned the leadership of the ZCh/OUN. But since he was replaced by the equally
implacable Pliofessor STECK() no further progress towards reconciliation with ZP/UHVR was made that year.
15.
However this did not prevent us from repeating our
warnings and advice. 2it a meeting With B.:iNDY13Rii•in Germany in
March 1953 I once again stressed the need for political peace
in order to achieve the main pureose of our collaberation, namely
the collection of worth while intelligence.
16.
In May 1953 l'NDERL was permitted to . send to the
Ukraine a lengthy eezplanation of his positien and give' the reasons
for his resignation. The decision to allow him to do so .was
taken deliberately, .since I felt that the homeland would' draw
its own correct conclusions from the farrago of bombast .contained
.Li this ve:boso statement of which the followinrr is • a typical
extreect:
"There are no prospects of concluding the negotiatiens
(with ZP/UHT:) vdhich have already gone on interminably. The
Oppositien is making ne attempt to turn away from its errors,
but is trying t re lead the ZCh/OUN into the same morass of
anti-nationalistic idea'.
In June 1953 the IV Congress or the 03h/OUN teok plaee
17.
in LONDON, at which Stefan B.:2:TDML'A was re-elected leader of he
organisation abroad. The onus of re-electing • him as leader of
the homeland was left to the .(Jraine and has remained . in abeyance
ever since, pendinF the possibility of holding comprehensive elections
on Ukrainian territory.
18.
In JulyA .tugust two messages • were received from the
Ukraine through CI channels claiming centact with the Headnuarters
of the Ukrainian Ro sistance movement. These messages were in
the form of instruCtions to the Ukrainian Nationalists abroad
and reaected the homeland's impatience . and concern over the
continuing quarrels•in the Ukrainian emigration. They were as
follows:
timo,,n,fl
'To the General Secretary of Foreign ;.ffairs of UHVR,
M. 1Z,BLD. We hereby confirm your mandate and that of the
entire ZP/UHVR to represent abroad the homeland UHVR,. and the
entire Ukreiaian liberation movement in the homeland. The
tasks of the ZP/UHVR are:1.

To represent abroad the =R I the UPii, the Ukrainian
liberation underground and the entire liberation movement
ie the Ukreine.

2.

To carry on abroad political, diplomatic, and' information
activities along the line of' the liberation strug7le of
the Ukrainian people.

7
J•

To the ZP/UHVR is given freedom of decision in. all . matters
pertaining to direct assistance to the homeland. The
ZP/UHVR is also the highest aUthoritative eorgan for all
those participants in the UP4:', and in the underground that
are abro3d. :,ttr ! chod to the ZP/UHVR an UPL mission works
along UP lines. In the name of the Preaidiuml:LISWIJ
and the head of the General Secretariat of the UHVR, KOVLL'.
ilessage
v\iF

Meesel e e 2.
The GUN PROVE) on Ukrainian territory afrms that
B.::NDEI departed from the decisions . of the Third Extraordinary
Congress of the OUN and that he neither formally nor in fact
is the loader of the OUN. The PROVID expects that
in the name of the entirety of the • OUN, will end hia schismatic
activities and will call =ON . to order. The GUN P2OVID on
151 7 ainian tei, ritory authorizes - LeBET, LLTI and PJeNDR,-,
temporarily to take over control of the Wh/OUN, and to
reorganize the 27,011/OUN in accordance with, the poeitiens of the
OUT PROVID in the Ukraine. TheeNead of •the . :p aoviD of the OUN
on nreinian territory, Hu. LEMISN'."
19.
The receipt of these messages was followed by a visit
to Turepe of ,i1.,&r.rzED., the member of the UHT2. chosen by the
Ukrainian Underground movcment ao mediator 'in the 7,0h/OUN Z2/UNT2 conflict. B.::TDEa having meanwhile accepted-the homelend's messages as genuine, he and other leade7e of the.Z0h/OUN
LEBM and members of the ZP/UHVR in MUNICH eerly, in September
1953. The results of this meetin3 ere recorded in . the following
extreete from our report to CL. whom we were keepf.ng informed of
developments:
"Representatives of the LCh/OUN duly met M. 1_,?MED end
leeding mey..lbere of the Z2/UNV2 in I:UNION to dis011.s the messages
received from the Ukraine.
these diecuesionslaDER.,
took the line that einee the first of the meeseea.contained
no reference to the Wh/OUN ee an organietion tis mode it
difficult for him and hie followers to accept it ES E basis
for neotiations with zp/uTzvn.
:efter both Wh/OUN and ZP/UFivR ha . 1 out their views to
LE= the talks Wore cajourn•d to permit • Wh/OUN to summon
a meetin o-f the:.: :]xeeutive Committee for a- discussion among
themselves of the instr-ectiens from the Tuaine, This meeting
is dee te take elce in 1:1!ICH on 16th Septe•lber.
. :TDOIT and was seen by
1.7.eanwhile BLJ:= paid ea visit to LO :
our officers who endeavoured to persuade him to reach a
settlement with ap/uH7a and to accept to ISUrve on the Committee
of Three eugeeted in the secend mesemge received from the
Urine. lier:DEa:. agreed to do his. beet eubject to the decision
reeehed at the meeting of the ZCh/TeiT Executive referred to
above".
'Then the Wh/OUN Tozecutive.Committee met its decision
20.
C3riJ1'fli:1f the acceptance of the homeland's instructione was far
frcen unahj.meus. ...8,:=11', and 3T=0 felt that partieipetion in
the seJejgesed Committee of Three wm:tld mean completely abandoning
ZCh/OU I freedom of ection whilst the More moderatee: .iebers of
thc, Committee (PID.111=2 7101+1PECITX.Tlei) .urged
conciliation and ' demanded that an earnest attempt should be made
to try to collaborate with the ZP/UH7/2. The meeting thUs brought
to the surface differences which had been growingeWithin the
Z0h/OUN owiae; to the displeasure its moderate. elements had begun
to fool (woe the high-handed policy of 13.7.)ER41 and STMO.
1 saw 7DII.I., in LUZDON twice in 3eptember, the purpose
21.
of the meetines being to obtain full details of the negotiations
with 1.,B=. Once aain the imeortance ofa rapid settlement of
the 2;Ch/0 71N - 22/UEVR differences wa8 . stressed and a warning .
i.v , . 1 to 3.==.1 that failure to accept' the seemingly .reasonable
suEgeetens for such a aottlet cando by the homeland might
/ho'srioL.; cilsequences
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have serious conseouences for the futureofciur collaboration.
BANDERA was also told to agree With LEBEDH.on the . 'text'of messages
to MIRON'and other groups in the homeland . , instrUcting them
to subordinate themselves to the leadership:in.the homeland
and to seek contact with its It was explained that the Chief
of the UPA would be informed of the despatch of these messages
and would be instructed, through ZP/UHVR communication Channels,
to insure that MIRON and the others would be given the possibility
of making contact with the leadership.
22.
On his return journey to the USA LIMED visited LONDON.
With the knowledge and approval of CIA he wab seen by me, and
expressed the following view's:
(a)

that he regaraed the instructions received•frem the homeland as a reasonable basis on which tO reach, agreement
within the Ukrainian emigration and to achieve the unified
command Of the Ukrainian underground, which 16 essential
for its continued existence and survival;

(b)

that an end must be put at all costs to the differences
which have arisen between ZCh/OUN and P/UHVR representatives
in the field and which have led to the isolation of whole
regions; .
•
that ZCh/OUN and particularly BANDERA perdonally'must
accept the Instructions received frot,the homeland and
subordinate himself to the underground leadership.

I told LB ED that I had personally seen the messages sent
by BANDER:4 to the groups in the Ukraine instructing , them to
recognise UPA leadership and subordinate themselves to it.
It was proposed to repeat these instructions•through British
controlled channels of communication. But'it would also be
necessary to advise UPA leadership of this action through
ZP/UHVR communication links and insure that it would . give the
ZiCh/OUN representative MIRON and others the possibility of
making contact. LLBED accepted this plan and thought. that it might provide
a basis for agreement in the homeland. He regretted that
BANDERA had not seen fit to tell him of the despatch of these
instructions as this would have made the oreliminarY'negotiations
easier.
I then informed LEBED that I understood

13

ERA

was prepared

to serve on the Committee of Three suggested by the homeland,

but that he would do so on terms which would need further
discussion. PIDHAJNYJ, who Was present, confirmed that BANDERA
had agreed to join MATLA and REBET providing the Committee
did not supercede the present ZCh/OUN leadership but merely
served as a body striving to find a solution to the present
.
difficulties.
L2BED was not inclined to accept BANDE i s offer if it
had conditions attached to it, but eventuall agreed that it
did provide a basis for further discussion's..
Concluding the interview with LEBED,:I expressed the hope
that a solution might be found to the present -difficulties
which were seriously threatening all out'interests . and reducing
the operational value of the groups in the field. Intelligence
/results were

firpit.7

results were expected from these groups and if they wore not
obtained soon our support of . them would cease.
23.
The messages to the homeland, referred to above were
actually despatched in November, the' text being ciesely coordinated and agreed. The messagcseas tranamitted through
313 channels road as follows:
"The following message is from 331\T D
I ER:, of, the.ZCh/OUN
to KOWiL, head of the OUN leadership in the hotheland and is
addressed to MIRON and his contacts. The tame message will
be passed direct to KOWL through ZP/UHVR channels.
Begins: The following declarations have been received
by ZCh/OUN through ZP/UHVR.
(0 The leadershi p of the OUN'in the homeland declares that
BNDEPJ, has departed from the decisions of the 3rd Congress
of the OUN and that he is no longer formally the loader
of the OUN. The leadership recuires B;,NDER., to cease
hic disruptive activities and cal. MIRON to order.
The leadership further authorises 121B1192, M,ITL., and B.:=R;,
to take over temporarily the leadership of the ZCh/OUN
and to reorganise it in accordance with the principles
of the OUN.
(ii) The leadership of ZCh/OUN.regards the accusation of its
having departed from the decisions' of the' 3rd Congress
as unfounded.
(iii)

(iv)
(v)

(vi)
(vii)

(viii)

(ix)

(x)

The leadership of the Wh/OUN is scridusly troubled over
disagreements in the homeland and appeals. to all to
remain united.
=01T and all our other members are to submit to the
leadership of the OUY.
The leadership of the LV0V3KIJ Krai and MIRON must
recognise the fact that B.:,NDERL has relineuished his
post as leader of the OUN, and that. his functions have
boon taken over by KOW,L, whose appointMent is to be
resneeted.
ZCh/OUN reouect Ii0WI to recognise MIRV as their representative and to give him necessary Icilities.
ZCh/OUN apeeals to the ZP/UHVR to avoid discrediting the
2.1Ch/OUN because this would only lead to further
disorganisation in the homeland.
The leadership of the 27,0h/OUN declares that it will
convene' an extraordinary conference to determine its
functions abroad.
ZCh/OUN will continue to maintain its own communications
with the OUN in tho homeland and recLuests that all
organisational matters be channelled through this link.
recognising the decision of the 3rd Congress and
the amendments made in 1950, the leadership of the 7,134/OUN
declares that it will continue to defend the ideologicalpolitical foundations of the OUN and endeavour to preserve
them throughout the Liberation Movement".
' 14.nON has

r-'
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24.
MIRON has since acknowledged the receipt of these
messages and Pledged his loyalty and subordination . to the Leadership of the UPA in the homeland.
.
25.
At the end of November 1 .953 Zino
M
vy\ATL
arrived in
MUNICH from the US, to take . part . in disi.&U-dtteti-67-doncorning
the establishment of the Committee of Three demanded. by the
homeland. At that time BANDER.il was still arguing with his
followers the pros and cone of his particpation in this
Committee, eventually obtaining a majority mandate in favour of
doing so. On 28th December the Committee. of , Three,. consisting
of Lev RaBET, •inovy IvIATLA and Stefan BAN1TI24 ." signed an agreement setting forth in detail the Committee's functions and
prerogatives on . what seemed to be a sensible and liberal basis.
26.
Janua:y 1954 tho Executive Committee of ZCh/OUN met
again and unanimously approved this basis Tor the:Committee's
work. At last•ZCh/OUN and ZP/UHVR appeared • to haVe,found the means
of settlin:I., their long and useless quarrel.'
27.
But this hope remained a ahort.lived ono. Almost as
soon as it started functioning the Committee of Three was faced
with attempts on the part of • BANDERA to secure ZOWOUN domination
over it. In this he was supported by a small group of his more
fanatical followers, whilst the reasonable' Ones•continued to
advise c000eration and restraint. Matters came to . a head early
in February when BANDERA announced to the Executive Committee of
ZCh/OUN his withdrawal from the Committee . of Three on the grounds
that its other two members were exceeding their mandates and
depriving the ZCh/OUN of its prerogatives. :BANDLRA's action
caused a final split among his followers and cost 'him the support
of the ZCh/OUN Journal "Ukrainskjj Samostijnie, the whole of the
•influential editorial staff of which'went over to the Z0h/OUN
supporters of the Committee of Three. BANDERA attempted to assert
himself by depriving PIDHAJNYJ of his functions of Chief of the
0erations section and by attempting to seize by force the editorial
offices of the "Ukrninskii Samostijnik" - actions which only made
the split in the ZCh/OUN mere bitter and profound..• The "Ukrainskij
Samostijnik" then announced BANDERA's resignation from' the Committee
of Three and its own determination to support. the Committee, even
without him.
28.
At this stage a final attempt to bring BANDERA to reason
was made by me and meetings took place in , LOITPON on'24th/25th
February. At these meetings . BANDER att , pted to justify himself
by o11oducinr instances of what he regarded as an abuse' •of power
by f?J'IBET and MATLA of the Committee, of Three. He accused them
of manouevering- to subordinate ZCh/OUN and implied that this was
bcin done on instructions and indeed under • preSsure.from the
Americans. None of the arguments he used were . really valid and
in the end ho had to acre° that the declaration sined by the
Committee of Three on 25th December 1953 Would have been sufficient
to safeguard ZCh/OUN interests had he only given 'the other
m•72mbere of the Committee a real chance to prove their good faith.
Ho admitted that his attitude had cost himthe_suppert- of some of
his most loyal followers and that it had not . only split the ZCh/OUN
organisation in Germany, but likewise the branches in Groat
Britain, USA and Canada; whet is . morp, that it . mihtjiell have
a further serioU6 effect on the homeland arid upon the future of
our relations with him.
• In view.of this

In view of this attitude there aopeared to be no
29.
alternative but to break with 3L1TDERL in order to safeguard the
he p ithy Z0h/0UN elements remaining and be able to, continue using
them operationally. But having wasted so much time over dealing
with B-$NDERL I decided to give him one last .chance. Knowing that
MLTLL would be •transiting the United Kingdom on his return to the
USL I suggested to BLI\TaLla., that the throe of us should moot together
in a last effort to reach a settlement, or at least a conpromiso.
BLNDTT2L refused this sugEostion with arrogant finality. The break
between us was complete.
30.
The new situation p roduced by BLNDERL's attitude caused
consternation among the candidates now undergoing training in the
UK, The position was explained to them first by PIIILJNYJ, then
by BLNDERL himself, it bong considered necessary to establish
beyond doubt whether their loyalty lay with BLNDER.i, or with the
modified ZCIVOUN which is cooperating with the Committee, now
composed of =BET and •,1•TLL. Ls anticipated the majority declared
themselves faithful to BLNDT2L andoonseauently have to be
excluded from our operational plans,
31.
Lny doubts I may have had regarding the wisdom of breaking
so finally with BL I_;IDIURL were dispelled ns n result of •subsequent
interviews with.MLTLL, whom I had not met before but who struck
me as being a reasonable and honest individual. Himself a member
of Z0h/OUN, he arrived from USL to join the Committee of Three
fully prepared to supoort BLVDER4. Had the lattertaken up a loss
unyielding position the two of them could . have Managed the Committee
in a manner advantageous both to ZCh/OUN and thecause of
- •Ikrainian national unity. But BL:TX1RL's uncemPromiSing at
made this impossible.
32.
Before leaving HUNICH, TIJ :ITLL ha , agreed with R7:]BET,
his colleagu.e in the Committee of Three, as well as with KORDIUK,
leader of the re-organised ZCh/OUN and Di^!4RYNIOCH, Chairman
of the ZP/UHVR,.that subject to our concurrencefuture collaboration
with us over operational matters should be governed 'by the
followinf:; orinciples:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

The new Leadership does not want to interfere in any •
way with operational work, • and in fact •does not want to
know anything of who is being planned . , or . what ia being
carried out ooerationally. I' has complete confidence
in PIDHLJNYJ, and once more conf'-ts his appointment.
The now Leadership, on the other hand, wants to ensure
that any oolitical mail which is sent out agrees in
every respect with its views, and conforms , with any
mail which may he sent out via CIL-soonsored channels.
Tho new Leadership thinks, it would probably be necessary
for the i'imooicans and the Britishto•agree on their
attitude towards the Political broblems, in order to
avoid disagreements end misunderstandings.

(iv) Lny co-ordination between British' andoLmerican sponsored
operations to avoid clashes or 'confusion'it considers
mainly an Lnglo-Lmerican co-ordination task.
7r(v) The rUestion of security of operations'and security
in general it leaves entirely to PIDHLJNYJ and the
British.

lip,

/33.• T o above
1,7 r1r7.. 7.77

appears-.
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The above appears to offer a reasonable .basis
33.
on which to continue and develop our operational work which
reouires Ukrainian Nationalist elements for ,it execution.
Dotails remain to be discussed and settled.
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Past and Present Leadership of the ZCh/OUN.

Before

fzoriLt he C.:_oAriittee. . of .Three

Chairnien:
(of the Fo ...2eign Section only)

Stefan BANDER.A

Deputy Chairman:

Professor J.aroslav ST=0

Principal members:

BohdanPIDH:ZNYJ
Bohdan NORDIUK
Modest RIPECKYJ
Maria MUCH (Mrs. S=K0)
Zinovi rvi/V2L
Zenon PE•IINSKYJ
Roman IIITITZKYJ
Volodimir.LEITNIK
Petro KIZKO
Roman =am
LMIUVSKY

B. The ZChZ_OUT,T bade hi' t.::f ter the break . with B.:-.17DER:..
Still to be elected

Chairman:

tl

DeTaty Chairman:
Bohdan KORDIUK,
Zinoyi
Modebt RIP3O1YJ
Roman K...]ROD
Bohdan PIDII;JNYJ,
Zenon PMENSE1V
Roman ILNITZ10EJ
Petro KIZKO.

Principal Me burs:

* Will be withdrawing in accordance with the statute of the
"Committee of Three" of which 'he has now become one of the
two members appointed by the Ukrainian underground..
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.4ppendix "B"

GLOSS,iRY OF _ NMS

iD -BBaTVI.,TIONS.

'unction.:

Name:

.

B.LNDERA ,, Stefan

Until recently •leader of the ZCh/OUN.

..

•

Taras General. . Commander . of the UPI i until killed in 1951.
Chairman of the •ZP/UHVR
HRYNIOCH, Ivan, Dr.
KONCY=TZ, Bugen, Colonel. Founder of UWO, precursor of ZCh/OUN.
Subsenuently murdered by the Bolsheviks.
.Member of ZCh/OUN, former editor of the
KORDIUK, Bohdan
journal "Ukrainskij Samoctijnik".
.,-Commander of the.UP
KOVL, Colonel
General Secretary for Foreign iffairs
LEB:D, Mikolo
of the UHVR (now in US)
Yu
. Cover name of Colonel KOWL
lember of D0h/OUff who has thrown in his
. 12=4SKYJ .
lot with BLNDERL.
Member of the Presidium of UHVR in
"tISOITYJ
the homeland.
LOP.:,TINSKYJ, Konstantij. . • Chief of Operation's of ZP/UHVR (now in

.

T

0

Zinovi
..-171IRON
PTLIUR, Simon
Bohdan, Major
RMET, Lev, Dr

RIPCKYJ, Modest
STECKO, Jaroslav, Prof.

Member of the Z0h/OUN selected by the
homeland to be one of the members of the
"Committee of Three". ,•
Loader of a group of agents infiltrated
into the Ukraine in 1951...'
Hetman Of the Ukraine.; assasinated in
Paris in the 1920s by Moscow's orders.
• Chief of Z0h/OUN Operational section.
Meber of the 1xecutive Committee of
ZP/UHVR, selected by theAlomeland to be
one of the members of theHtCommittee
. •
of Three".
Member Of ZCh/OUN,. r;ditor of the
"Ukrainskij Samostijnik"..•
Dcputy Chairman of ZCh/OUN.

7

• •
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t.,1)..10vVItt951:

Mil,tary Organisation
Thoroign Representation of the OrganisEtion
of Ukrainian Nati,malists
Council

)4"'ZP/UHVR

of the Ukrainian Nationalists in
---7.-Org.
the homeland.
' Ukrainian Insurgent ..i,rmy
-.."-Ukrainian Supreme Council of Liberation
(in the homeland).'
-"'-'71 7oreign Reprosentntion of the Uhrainian
• Supreme Council of Liberation.
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1.
The organiaation of the Ukrainian Nationalists derives
from the UWO (Ukrainian Military organisation) founded in the
1920s and led by a certain Colonel Eugen KONOWLLETZ who, like
his predecessor, Simon :E=LIUR, was later assasinated by the
Bolsheviks.
2.
Ls their name implies, the Ukrainian nationalists
eueeort the idea of on independent Ukraine and are strongly antiRussian. Since pro-war days they have had contact with partisan
groups in the Ukraine and can thus 'legitimately claim a long
continuity in anti-Soviet activity.
•
3.
•
I wL:;:3 in touch .....it h follo •ners of P:=132.- and'DGI-TOVLLTZ
in Roumania in the late 19aUs and in Czechoslovakia from 1933
to 1939 and was cluite well imnreased with their possibilities.

It was not however until after the end of World War II
4.
that it was decided to use them operationally. In 1948 contact
was made in Germany with the Fore.ign Renresentation of the
Ukrainian Natienalists (ZWOUN) through Major Bohdan PIDI-LJNYJr
chief of their . operational section, and later with Professor
Jaroslav 2TfiCKO, a political leader of the DCh/OUN. Lt that
time ZCh/OUN was the strongest of several Ukrainian Nationalist
grou p in the emigration. 4.is already stated it had stemmed
from the UWO and had been composed at first largely of Galician
Ukrainians and had han:, its Headeucrters in LVOV. Before the war
it had operated as much against the Poles as against the Soviets.
Its methods were ruthless and resulted in the imprisonment in
Poland of a number of its members on charges of murder and other
crimes of violence. .among those apprehended was Stefan BiZTD:FliA,
Chairman of the LVOV Executive. Committee of the OUN and already
then a leading member of the movement which was later to beer
his name. The invasion of Poland in 1939 , setBNDERL free and he
established himself in the LVOV area from where he directed the
activities of the UPL (Ukrainian Insurgent ;rmy) which operated
in Western Ukraine asainst both the Germons and the Russians.
In 1941 the Germans decided to reco gnise an independent Ukraine
and set up a Ukrainian Government, but soon had second thoughts
about the political expediency of this move. They thereupon
declared this Government illegal and imprisoned its members,
which included ST".CK0 and BLIT:DE:1.. who sent moat of the war
year in various concentration camps. In January 1945 134.4NDER,'i
esca p ed to VIENNii and from then on until the present time has lived
semi-incognito, first in Yiustria and later in the US Zone of
Germany. In January 1946 a Congress of the OUN held in Soviet
occupied Ukraine cleated him to the p aoviD (Council) of the
Ukrainian Nationalist orLaniantion, the other members of the
PROVID being Professor ST= and General CUPRINEL - then commanding the UP;1 (Ukrainian Incurgent Lrmy) in the Ukraine. The
legality of BS=RL t s olectien was later contested by other
Ukrainian nationalist groups, and led to a split in his own
organisation which resulted in the withdrawal of Colonel M:LNIK
and his followers. It also increased the rivalry between ZCh/OUNand

/

ZP/UHVR

"Fr Ec-QA-37ç3

(for,ign

afra-s4•1•06 )

ZP/IHVR
r,. ign rcprnt.ti r'n of the Ukrinian Supreme Council of
Liberation) both of which claimed contact with the leadership of
the UP (tT1:rainian Insurgent ;:rmy) in the Ukraine. This ZOWOUN.ZP/UHVR ouarrel has constantly bedevilled our relationship with
II:IN-DEM:I and became particularly adute after CIJi had commenced
the operational exploitation of ZP/UHVR soon after we had started
our own collaboration with the BJ'iNDER, :i group.
Meanwhile the o p erational aspect of this collaboration
5.
was develo p ing satisfactorily. Suitable recruits were forthcoming and were being handled in a competent and loyal manner
by PIDHL=J. Initial land frontier crossings were followed by
more ambitious infiltration o p erations and in spite of losses and
set-backs resulted in the establishment of several parties in
the Ukraine with W/T and other communication facilities.
t4radually a more complete control was obtained Over these operations
and although the intelligence dividend was low it was considered
worth while to persevere with them. Some regard however had to
be acid to the politica inseparable from them and it was here
that the real difficulties occurred.
6.
By 1950 the (7(Irrels in the Ukrainian emigration were
beginning to have repercussions on the homeland whore the leadership had become awar ,• of the fact that the British and .iimericans
were backing rival groups of the Ukrainian nationalists and
supelyine tnem with technical means for maintaining communications
with the U7:raine. Couriers arriving overland from the Ukraine
that year carried mail addressed both to the ZCh/OUN and the
ZP/UHVR which contained an eloquent and statesmanlike appeai from
P0ITI1J;Vii - one of the political leadera of the Ukrainian underground, later killed by the Bolsheviks - to the Ukrainian emigration
to make up its quarrels. The receipt of this appeal was deemed
a good moment by ourselves and CI A to send a joint message to
the Headouarters of the UP (Ukrainian Insurgent Y:irmy) by hand
of the SIS/CI agents being infiltrated into the Ukraine in the
summer of 1951. The message read as follows:
"To the Fighters in the Ukraine from your friends:
Greetings.
The representatives reaching you from abroad bring you
the following identical message.
"le are united in our endeavours to assist you in maintainin:-.; communication links between the homeland and abroad
and arc providing the technierl help necessary to assure these
comueications.
The maintenance of communications and the flow of accurate,
reliable and up-to-date information on the military and
political situation are important and invaluable factors in
the fie7ht for freedom.
reeuest your opinion, at the earliest opportunity,
on the method by which co-ordination of communications abroad
can beet be assured in order to guarantee the continuation
of the contact c.ndo.feuard its security. We fear that
these communications will be hampered by a continuation of
the areeent disareemonts which we deplore and earnestly hope
may be resolved.
Glory to the Ukraine".
/7-

This message was

7.
This message was designed both to encourage the
Ukrainian homeland and to emphasise Anglo-American solidarity
at a time when certain American circles (not connected with CIA)
were makin g unfounded suggestions to the effect that the British
were backing the Ukrainian separatists politically to the detriment of the unity of a future non-Bolshevik Russia, whereas in
fact CIA Was operationally as much involved with the Ukrainian
nationalists as we were.
8.
The message was received by the homeland in due course
and appears to have had some slight influence on future developments. Indeed it probably brought about the despatch by the UPA
leadership of further instructions to the Ukrainian emigration to which reference will be made later - suggesting ways in which
the conflict between them could be resolved.
9.
Until this time, i.e. mid-1951, our operational and
political contact with the SCh/OUN had been maintained mainly in
Germany and restricted to Ilajor PIDHAJNYJ, the operational
chief, and Professor J. S=CKO, the political leader. Then, in
the summer of 1951, Stefan BANDMA, the reel leader of the movement, emerged from his clandestine concealment to have his first
meeting with me in LOT1DON The following is an account of my
impressions then of BANDELI, - impressions which in the main
are still valid today:
"Allowing for the fact that he was out to show himself
in the best light, much of what he said sounded both convincing
and sincere. We have to accept him for what he is; a
professional underground worker with a terrorist background
and ruthless notions about the rules of the game, acquired
by hard experience, along with a thorough knowledge of the
Ukrainian people which I would judge to be more instinctive
than deeply psycholo g ical. A bandit type if you like, with
a burning patriotism which provides an ethical background
and a justification for his banditry. No better and no worse
than others of his kind I have had dealings with in the past.
He appears to be genuinely grateful for the help given to
him, but at the sej:le time is certainly trying to got all he
can out of it".
since that first meeting I have had occasion to see
10.
B1DER;i repeatedly. The contacts he and his people were to
develop with us did have some effect on his character and outlook
making him slightly less ruthless and uncompromising than he had
been at first. But he nevertheless remains essentially the
dictatorial type an ,d as such a difficult customer both to his wellwishers and particularly to his political opponents.
Soon after the despatch of the 3I8/CLZ1 appeal it became
11.
evident that BA='s inflexible insistence on his political
prerogatives and right to leadership were having further
reperc:assinns in the homeland. His own supperters there (among
them MIRO, leader of a gr pu ,p infiltrated with our help in 1951)
were therby encoura7ed to as::ume an attitude of eflual independence
and intolerance towardL the leadership of the UHVR (ucrainian
Supme Council of Libertion) and the command of the UPA. At
this time the situation in the homeland was made oven worse by
the receipt there of mail taken in by the overland party despatched

/in June 1951. This

-4-

in June 1951. This mail - addressed to MIRON with instructions
for it te be forwarded to the leadership - bitterly attacked the
ZP/UH-VR for failing to react to POLT IL:i's appeal for emigre
unity and for disregarding a proposal of 13.,ZDER.ix t s for an
amalgamation of the Z3h/OUN and ZP/UHVR or a basis of political
parity. It was the first time that the homeland had received
detailed news about the serious rift in the Ukrainian Nationalist
calp in emigration. It reacted by a short wireless message
which W26 emphatic and crisp; a reminder to the Ukrainian
emigration that it had n2 right tn go on quarrelling while
members of the UPL were being persecuted and killed in the
Ukraine.
We had not ceased to preach c,he same thing and now
12.
insisted on 13.i.-.NDER..: and Co. sitting down to talks with the
ZP/UHVR. This suggestion had the full support of CI and the
two sides met in Germany in January 1952. The real attitude
of the ZCn/OUN towards cooperation with ZP/UHVR is clearly
shown in the following extracts from a record of toe proceedings
of the Plenum Meeting of the ::11uropean members of the Z0h/OUN
held in LONDON in March 1952:
"Sub-l ect Discussed:

Decisions taken:

...(b) Negotiations lxi.th_Zp/UHVR:
r
Professor 3T:CK0 on.ormed
the
meeting in some detail of the
inauguration in January last of
negotietions with representatives
of the ZP/UHVR in Germany, namely
Dr. HRYNIOCH and Captain
LOP.',7=3KILT,for the removal of
difficulties and misunderstandings
between ZP/UHVR and. ZCh/OUIT.
Tie explained that whilst receetive
to the offer out forward by
ZC'e/OUTT, the l'Oeposition" had
argued that it would be premature
to raise the cuestion of OUN
political representation in the
UHVR. This was a contention which
the ZCL/OUN delegates wore not
prepooed to accept and. as a result
the talks had been suspended.

The meeting welcomed the
inauguration ef discussions
with ZP/UHVR and expressed
the hope that they would
each a satisfactory conclusion in the near future.
The meeting also unanimously
approved the suggested
encounter between STDOKO
and LTIBED and empowered
STECK() to act as spokesman
and plenipotentiary for
ZOh/OUN. itt the same time
the meeting recoraed its
desire that ZCh/OUN should
maintain its political
viewpoint and should not
forfeit its right to be
represented in the UHVR
should a joint representation
of the Ukrainian National
emigration be reached".

The 20h/OUN - ZP/UHVR negotiations thus broke down
13.
mainly because ZCh/OUN demanded parity representation as a
political basis and a monopoly of communications with the
homeland as a technical condition for reconciliation. Both
conditions were unacceptable to ZP/UHVR, the second being
incompatible with its obligations towards
/14.

The situation

The situation continued to remain strained and uneasy
14.
until Lugust 1952 when Stefan BaND172a suddenly resigned the leadership of the ZCh/OUN. But since he was replaced by the equally
implacable Pliofessor STECK° no further progress towards reconciliatien with ZP/UHVR was made that year.
15.
However this did not prevent us from repeating our
warnings and advice.
t a meeting with B:,17DER in Germany in
March 1953 I once again stressed the need for political peace
in order to achieve the main purpose of our collaboration, namely
the collection of worth while intelligence.
16.
In May 1953 "Lii\TDERL wan permitted to send to the
Ukraine a lengthy explanation of his poeitien and give the reasons
for his resignation. The decision to allow him to do so was
taken deliberately, since I felt that the homeland would draw
its own correct conclusions from the ferrago of bombast contained
ie this verbese statement of which the folloing la a typical
extract:

"There are no prospects of concluding the no- gotietiens
(with ZP/UH7TR) vihich have already gone on interminably. The
Oppositien is making no attearet to turn away from its errors,
but is trying to lead the ZCh/OUT7 into the same merrier,' of
anti-nonalistic ideas".
17.
In June 1953 the IV Congress of the ZCh/OUTT took piece
in LONDON, at which Stefan .13-...7DE:
was re-elected leader of the
organiLLtlon abroad. The onus of re-electing him as leader of
the homeland Was left to the Ukraine and has remained in abeyance
ever since, pending the eossibility of holding comprehensive elections
on Ukrainian territory.

18.
In July/ugust two messages were received from the
Ukraine tL:reagh CLa channels claiming centect with the Headquarters
of the Ukrainian R v sistance movement. These messages were in
the form of instruCtions to the Ukrainian Nationalists abroad
and reaected the homeland's impatience and concern over the
continuing auarrels in the Ukrainian emigration. They were as
follows:
"Me e -e- a u 1.
'To the General Secretar:e of Foreign .; _ rTairs of UHVR,
I=LD. 1e- hereby confirm your mandate and that of the
entire ZP/UHVR to represent abroad the homeland UHVR, and the
entirD Ukrainian liberation movement in the homeland. The
tasks of the ZP/UHV2
I.

Te repreeent abroad the UHVR, the UP;1, the Ukrainian
liberation underground and the entire liberation movement
in the Ukraine.

2.

To carry on abroad political, diplomatic, and information
activities along the line of the liberation strugle of
the Ukraiaien people.

7
J•

To the ZP/UKTIR in given freedom of decision in all matters
per taming to direct assistance to the homeland. The
ZP/UHVR is also the highest authoritative organ for all
thorn participants in the UPi, and in the underground that
are abroad. .:.1Ltched to the ZP/UHVR an UP ., mission works
along UP.a lino. In the name of the Presidium, LISOVIJ
and the head of the General Secretariat of the UHVR,
bleesage 2:

—6—
Meesae.
e 2.
—q,.....
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*The OUN PD.OVID on Ukrainian territory affirms that
B:JTDER:: departed fr(Y.1 the decisions of the Third Extraordinary
Congrees of the OUN and that he neither formally nor in fact
is the leader of the OUN. The PROVID expects that
in the name of the entirety of the OUN, will end his schismatic
. activities and will call MIRON to order. The OUN PROVID on
Uceinian territory authorizes Lev =ET,
and ELND71i
temporarily to take over co;atrol of the Wh/OUN, and to
reorganize the ZCh/OUN in accordance with the positions of the
OUN PROVID in the ULraine. The Head of the PROVID of the OUN
on Ukreinian territory, Hu. LMISH'."

a=m,

19.
The receipt of these messages was followed by a visit
to 77,:urooe of Mikola LMM, the member of the UHV2 chosen by the
Ukrainian Underground movement as mediator in the 7,Ch/OUN Z2/U1V2 conflict. B.:.:TDIt . having meanwhile accepted the homeland's messages as genuine, he and other leadere of the ZCh/OUN
moL LEBAD and members of the ZP/UHVR in M=CH early in September
1953. The results of this meeting are recorded in the following
etracte from. Our repo7A to CL., wherA we were keeping informed .of
developmente:
"Represuntatives of th,, ZCh/OUN duly met M. LiaTED end
lending members of the ZIVU:iTa in I.aJNICH to discm:s the messages
received from the Ukraine. ,:;t the,3o discussions LLZDE12.4.
took tbo line that since the firi3t of the messages contained
no rofonce to the ZCh/OUN as an organisation t.. is made it
difficult for him and his followers to accept it as a basis
fur negotiations with ZP/UH7R.
:iftor both ZCh/OUN and ZP/UHVR haf, -)ut their views to
L7B7D tho talks were aajourned to p ermit ZCh/OUN to summon
a meetin
their :xec:utive Committee for a discussion among
themselves o2 the instru.eti :)ns from the Ukraine. This meeting
is dae te take place in T=ICH on 16th September.

34=2.., paid a visit to L(Y5Dor and was seen by
our officers who endeavoured to persuade him to roach a
settlement with 222/UH 7n and to accept to serve on the Committee
of Three sugested in the second message received from the
U,7 raine.
agreed to do his beat subject to the decision
reached at the mooting of the ZCh/0'...1T Executive referred to
above".
-:lhen the ZCh/OUN 7,xecutive Committee met its decision
20.
concernins the acce p tance of the homeland's instructions was far
fro's unanimo-ns. a=11:, and 3T:QT.0 felt that participation in
the suEgested Committee of Three wmad mean completely abandoning
SOh/OU1T freedom of action whilst the more moderate
bers of
the Committee (PIDHLT=1", KORDIUK, RIPCIYJ, . M:iTLii) urged
conciliation and demanded that an earnest attempt should be made
to try to collaborate with the ZP/UHVR. The meeting thus brought
to the surface differences which had been growing within the
ZCh/0177 owing to the displeasur its moderate elements ti.,c1 begun
to feel over the high-handed policy of B:d:OE2.:, and STJ3CN.O.
1 saw T=11- DE:', in La:1)01T twice in 3eptember, the purpose
21.
of the meetings being to obtain full details of the negotiations
with 1,13:2D. Once aain tho im)ortanco of a rapid settlement of
the ZOVOUN - SI1// UIT7R differences was stressed and a warning
given to 173,73E2.i.i that failure to accept the seemingly reasonable
suzgeetions for such a settlement made by the homeland might
/have serio . reJ censequences

-7have serious conseouences for the future of our collaboration.
BANDERA was also told to agree with LEBED on the text of messages
to MIRON and other.groups in the homeland, instructing them
to subordinate themselves to the leadership in the homeland
and to seek contact with it. It was explained that the Chief
of the UPA would be informed of the despatch of these messages
and would be instructed, through Zp/UHVR communication channels,
to insure that MIRON and the others would be given the possibility
of making contc. ct with the leadership.
22
On his return journey to the USA LIB ED visited LONDON.
With the knowledge and approval of CIA he was seen by me, and
expressed the following views:
(a)

that he regarcied the instructions received from the homeland as a reasonable basis on which to reach agreement
within the Ukrainian emigration and to achieve the unified
command of the Ukrainian underground, which is essential
for its continued existence and survival;

(b)

that an end must be put at all costs to the differences
which have arisen between ZCh/OUN and ZP/UHVR representatives
in the field and which have led to the isolation of whole
regions;

(c)

that ZWOUN and particularly BANDERA personally must
accept the instructions received from the homeland and
subordinate himself to the underground leadership.

I told LB ED that I had personally seen the messages sent
by BANDERA to the groups in the Ukraine instructing them to
recognise UPA leadership and subordinate themselves to it.
It was proposed to repeat these instructions through British
controlled channels of communication. But it would also be
necessary to advise UPA leadership of this action through
ZP/UHVR communication links and insure that it would give the
ZCh/OUN representative MIRON and others the possibility of
making contact.
=ED accepted this plan and thought that it might provide
a basis for agreement in the homeland. He regretted that
13,rDER1 had not seen fit to tell him of the despatch of these
instructions as this would have made the preliminary negotiations
easier.
I than informed L7]BED that I understood BANDERA was prepared
to serve on the Committee of Throe suggested by the homeland,
but that he would do so on terms which would need further
discussion. PIDHAJNYJ, who was present, confirmed that BANDERA
had agreed to join MATLA and RMET providing the Committee
did not superoede the present Zah/OUN leadership but merely
served as a body striving to find a solution to the present
difficulties.
IL]BED was not inclined to accept BANDERA's offer if it
had conditions attached to it, but eventually agreed that it
did provide a basis for further discussions.
Concluding the interview with LEBED, I expressed the hope
that a solution might be found to the present difficulties
which were seriously threatening all our interests and reducing
the ooerational value of the groups in thc field. Intelligence

/results were
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results wore expected from those groups and if they were not
obtained soon our support of them would cease.
23.
The messages to the homeland, referred to above were
actually despatched in November, the text being closely coordinated and agreed. The messages as transmitted through
SI3 channels road as follows:
"The
to KOWJJ,
addressed
be passed

following message is from BI;NDER:, of the ZCh/OUN
head of the OUN leadership in the homeland and is
to MIRON and his contacts. The same message will
direct to KOVL through ZP/UHVR channels.

Begins: The following declarations have been received
by ZCh/OUN through ZP/UHVR.
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
(v)

(vi)
(vii)

(viii)

(ix)

(x)

The leadership of the OUN'in the homeland declares that
Bi'4NDER.i, has departed from the decisions of the 3rd Congress
of the OUN and that he is no longer formally the leader
of the OUN. The leadership requires B..aND2a.i to cease
his disruptive activities and call MIRON to order.
The leadership further authorises R73BET, MITIJe, and B.:=2R;1
to take over temporarily the leadership of the ZCh/OUN
and to reorganise it in accordance with the principles
of the OUN.
The leadership of ZCh/OUN regards the accusation of its
having departed from the decisions of the 3rd Congress
as unfounded.
The leadership of the ZiC. OUN is seriously troubled over
disagreements in the homeland and anneals to all to
:en:in united.
=017 and all our other meelbers are to submit to the
leadershin of the OUY.
The leadership of the LVOVSKIJ Kraj and MIRON must
recognise the fact that B.:iNDER: has relinouished his
post as leader of the OUN, and that. his functions have
been taken over by KOW,L, whose appointment is to be
respected.
ZCh/OUN reuest KOV:J_, to recognise MIROIT as their representative and to give him necessary Icilities.
ZCh/OUN apeeals to the. ZP/UHVR to avoid discrediting the
aCh/OUN because this would only lead to further
disorganisation in the homeland.
The leadership of the ZCh/OUN declares that it will
convene an extraordinary conference to determine its
functions abroad.
ZCh/OUN will continue to maintain its own communications
with the OUT In the homeland and rectuests that all
organisational matters be channelled through this link.
Yhile recognising the decision of the 3rd Congress and
the ameudmente made in 1950, the leadership of the ZWOUN
declares that it will continue to defend the ideologicalPolitical foundations of the OUN and endeavour to preserve
them throughout the L i beration Movement".
/24. MIRON has
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24.
MIRON has since acknowledged the receipt of those
messages and :lodged his loyalty and subordination to the Leadership of the Ulon in the homeland.
25.
Lt the end of November 1953 Zinovy MnITLn arrived in
MUNICH from the USn to take part in discussions concerning
the establishment of the Committee of Three demanded by the
homeland. nt that time anNaaRn was still arguing with his
followers the pros and cons of his participation in this
Committee, eventually obtaining a majority mandate in favour of
doing so. On 23th December the Committee of Three, consisting
of Lev R -.233.1172 $ Zinovy MnTLn and Stefan Bnr072.., signed an agreement settinE: forth in detail the Committee's functions and
ererogatives on what seemed to be a sensible and liberal basis.
IT-, January 1954 the Executive Committee of ZCh/OUN met
26.
again and unanimously approved this basis for the Committee's
work. nt last ZCh/OUN and ZP/UHVR apeeared to have found the means
of settling their long and useless cuarrel.

27.
But this hope remained a short lived one. Almost as
coon as it started functioning the Committee of Three was faced
with attempts on the part of BnnDERn to secure ECh/OUN domination
over it. In this he was supported by a small group of his more
fanatical followers, whilst the reasonable ones continued to
advise coo p eration and restraint. Matters came to a head early
in February when BnNDEnn announced to the Executive Committee of
ZCh/FN his withdrawal from the Committee of Three on the grounds
that its other two members were exceeding their mandates and
depriving the ZCh/OUN of its prerogatives. anND112n i s action
caused a final split among his followers and cost him the support
of the ZCh/OUN journal "Ukrainski,jSamostijnik", the whole of the
influential editorial staff of which went over to the ZCh/OUN
supporters of the Committee of Three. BnNDERn attempted to assert
himself by deeriving PIDEnJITYJ of his functions of Chief of the
Oeerations section and by attempting to seize by force the editorial
offices of the "Ukrainskij Samostijnik" - actions which only made
the split in the ZCh/OUN r ere bitter and profound. The "Ukrainskij
Samostijnik" then announced -J3nNagI's resignation from the Committee
of Three and its own determination to support the Committee, even
without
Lt this stage a final attempt to bring anNDERn to reason
28.
vies made by me and meetings took ?lace in LOnDON on 24th/25th
February. Lt these meetings BLIDER.:: att pted to justify himself
by producing instances of whet he regarded as an abuse of power
by P7,73= and =L:, of the Canmittoe of Three. He accused them
of manouev•ring to subordinate ZCh/OUN and implied that this was
being done on instructions and indeed under oresure from the
nmericans. None of the arguments he used were really valid and
in the end ho had to agree that the declaration signed by the
Committee of Three on 28th December 1953 would have been sufficient
to safeguard ECh/OUN interests had he only given the other
members of the Committee a real chance to prove their good faith.
He admitted that his attitude had cost him the support of some of
his most loyal followers and that it had not only split the ZCh/OUN
orgenieation in Germanzr , but likewise the branches in Groat
retain, UaLli and Canada; what is more, that it might well have
a further serious effect on the homeland and u p on the future of
our relations with him.
/29

In view of this
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In view of this attitude there aopeared to be no
29 .
elteynativo but to broak with 3=II1 in order to safeguard the,
hoft1t14- ZCh/OUN elements remaining and be able to continue using
them operationally. But heving wasted so much time over dealing
with BNDER.:, I decided to give him one lost chance. Xnoing that •
”...TL,Ti would be transiting the Unitod Kingdom on his return to the
US::, I su r estod to B= 7:111n . thot
the throe of ue should moot togother
in a lost effort to reach a settlement, or at least a co7npromise.
B,ND72.:, refused this suggostion with arrogant finality. The break
bot .Jeon us was complete.

30.
The new situation p roducod by BO,NDEiln's attitude caused
consternation among the condidatos now undergoing training in the
UK, The oosition was explained to thom first by PIDFLnJITYJ, then
by B.,...ITD:Era:, himself; it being considered necessary to establish
beyond doubt whether their loyalty lay with B,1,17DER. or with the
ball led ZCIVOUN which is cooperatin7 with the Committee, now
comoosed of 12:BET and
Ls anticipated the raajority declared
themselves faithful to anlIDT2,2i and conseouently have to be
excluded from our operational plans.
31.
:iny doubts I may have had rogarding the wisdom of breaking
so finally with B=TLI were dis p elled as a result of subsoquent
interviews with 1.1.:iTL:" whom I hod not met before but who struck
me as being a reasonable and honest individual. Himself a member
of ZCh/OUN, ho arrived from UPI:, to join the Committee of Three
fully prepared to su000rt 13NDE.:LT.. Had the latter taken u p a less
unyielding position the two of them could have managed the Committee
in a manner advantageous both to ZCh/OUN and the cause of
Ukrainian notional unity. But B,.:7.D:C,2's uncompromising attitude
made this impossible.
efoo leaving =CH, HJ : LTL.; had agreed with R-13ET,
32.
his coil -gee in the Committee of Three, as well as with KORDIUK,
loader of the r:-organised ZCh/OUN and Dr. HRYNIOCH, Chairmen
of the ZID/T:HVR, that subject to our concurrence future collaboration
with us over operational matters should be governed by the
followino: orinciples:
(i) The new Leadership doos not want to interfere in any
way with operational work, and in foot does not want to
know anything of whot la bong planned, or what is being
carried out o p erationally. I has ce2:1olete confidence
in PIDHnO-HYJ, and once more conf-ma his appointment.
The now Leadership, on the other hand, wants to ensure
that any political mail which is sent out agrees in
ovary respect with its views, and conforms with any
mail which may bo sent out via CIi,-sponsored channels.
(iii) The new Lcadership thinks it would probably be necessary
for the ;,mooicans and the British to agree on their
attitude towards the political problems, in order to
ovoid disagruemonte and misunderstandings.
(1v) l'„ny co-ordination between British and .Z,mcrican sponsored
operations to avoid clashes or confusion it considers
mainly an Onaglo-1-,morican co-ordination task.
(v) The inaction of security of operations end security
in general it loaves entirely to PIDHLJNYJ and the
/33. The above appears
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The above appears to offer a reasonable basis
33.
on which to continue end develop our operational work which
reouires Ukrainian Yationalist elements for its execution.
Details remain to be discussed and settled.

v

iippendix ".A"

Past and Present Leadership of the zch/our.

Before 1-1 ,7,1D7MY - 73J-'1d —twol froi the El ocirittee of Three
and ouarrol with his
zo rs:
Ohairnian:
(of the Foreign Section only)

Stefan BIJ..02)*E1.2.il

Deputy Chairman:

Professor Jaroslav STMKO

Principal members:

Bohdan PIDI-1,;JYYJ
Bohdan KORDIUK
Modest RIPECKYJ Maria MUM':
ST7t;LKO)

Zinovi

Zenon PEL1WSKYJ
Roman ILITITZKYJ'
Volodimir LEITNIK Petro KIZKO
Roman K:110D
14:!iliM•SKY
B. The ZChLOUN leadershi-) after the break with B.i.1"D7T..R.,„
Chairman:
Deuty ChEjrman:
Principal 1e.ters:

4.

Still to be elJeted
It

It

It

Bohdan KORDIUK1
Zinovi
Modest RIP:CKYJ
Roman EaROD
Bohdan PIDII:ZNYJ
Zenon 13:1LaI•SKYJ
Roman ILITITZKYJ
Petro KIZKO.

Will bo withdrawin in accordance with the statute of the
"Committee of Three" of which he has now become one of the
two members appointed by the Ukrainian underground.

